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QUESTION 1

A confectionery manufacturer is considering adding a new product to the current range. Forecast data for the product
are as follows. 

Incremental fixed costs attributable to the new product are forecast to be $24,000 each period. 

The forecast sales volume of 180 units is insufficient to achieve the target profit of $10,000 each period. 

Which of the following statements is correct? 

A. The margin of safety is negative because the target profit will not be achieved from the forecast sales volume. 

B. If the fixed cost is changed to $20,000 the sales volume required to break even will decrease. 

C. If the forecast sales volume is changed to 190 units the sales volume required to achieve the target profit will
decrease. 

D. If the selling price is changed to $510 the sales volume required to achieve the target profit will increase. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which type of budget would be the most suitable for a cash budget? 

A. Fixed budget 

B. Rolling budget 

C. Incremental budget 

D. Flexible budget 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.acowtancy.com/textbook/acca-pm/budgetary-systems/types-of-budgetary-systems/notes 

 

QUESTION 3

A company\\'s policy is to hold closing inventory each month equal to 10% of the next month\\'s budgeted sales volume.
The budgeted sales volumes of product Q for months 1 and 2 are 1,660 units and 2,300 units respectively. The
production budget for product Q for month 1 is: 



A. 1,596 units 

B. 1,494 units 

C. 1,724 units 

D. 1,890 units 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of useful operational level information? 

A. Sufficiently accurate. 

B. Focused on the decision to be made. 

C. Available immediately. 

D. Governed by financial reporting standards. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The following data relate to the latest period. 

A statement is to be prepared that reconciles the difference between the flexible budget profit and the actual profit.
Which TWO of the following will appear on this statement? (Choose two.) 

A. A favourable labour rate variance. 

B. A favourable sales volume contribution variance. 

C. An adverse sales price variance. 

D. An adverse labour efficiency variance. 

E. An adverse material price variance. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 



QUESTION 6

Data for the latest period for a company which makes and sells a single product are as follows: 

There were no budgeted or actual changes in inventories during the period. The sales volume contribution variance for
the period was: 

A. $6,220 adverse. 

B. $9,267 adverse. 

C. $16,000 adverse. 

D. $5,666 adverse. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

FILL BLANK 

A company has three production departments X, Y and Z, and one service department. 

The service department\\'s overhead has been apportioned to the production departments in the ratio 3:2:5. As a result
of this apportionment, $2,070 was given to Department Y. 

What is the amount of service department overhead that would have been apportioned to Department Z? Give your
answer to the nearest dollar. 

A. $5,175 

Correct Answer: A  

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following statements relating to risk and uncertainty is correct? 

A. Risk exists when we do not know all of the possible outcomes. 

B. Risk exists when we know all of the possible outcomes but not their probabilities. 

C. Uncertainty exists when we know all of the possible outcomes but not their probabilities. 



D. Uncertainty exists when we know all of the possible outcomes and their probabilities. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A company has two production departments and two service departments (Maintenance and Stores). The overhead
costs of each of the departments are as follows. 

The following equations represent the reapportionment of each of the service department overheads to the other. 

M = 4,700 + 0.1S S = 5,800 + 0.2M 

Where M = total Maintenance overhead after reapportionment from Stores S = total Stores overhead after
reapportionment from Maintenance 60% of the total Maintenance overhead and 50% of the total Stores overhead are to
be apportioned to Production Department 1. 

The total production overhead for Production Department 1 after reapportionment of the service departments\\'
overhead costs is closest to: 

A. $71,672 

B. $75,500 

C. $70,720 

D. $71,821 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

DRAG DROP 

A company manufactures three products using the same direct labour which will be in short supply next month. No
inventories are held. Data for the three products are as follows: 



The fixed costs are all committed costs and cannot now be altered for the next month. 

Place the labels against the correct product to indicate the order of priority for manufacture that will maximise the profit
for the next month. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Data for the latest period for a company which makes and sells a single product are as follows: 



There were no budgeted or actual changes in inventories during the period. 

The variable overhead expenditure variance for the period was: 

A. $462 favourable. 

B. $462 adverse. 

C. $2,202 favourable. 

D. $2,202 adverse. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which TWO of the following are characteristics of Management Accounts? (Choose two.) 

A. Governed by rules and regulations 

B. Provide information to managers 

C. Provide information needed by shareholders 

D. Internally focused 

E. Statutory requirement 

Correct Answer: BE 
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